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unwanted hair, so it blends beautifully with your natural skin tone, making it virtually invisible! And it's perfect to lighten your eyebrows to match your hair color! – Fast and effective every time - New Mixing Cup makes it easier to use - No drip application - Soft to the skin - For all hair types and colors Complete kit includes: - Creme –
Accelerator – Mixing Cup – Spatula CREME INGREDIENTS: WATER, HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, GLYCERYL STEARATE, ISOPROPYL MYRISTAAT, STEARYL STEARATE, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, STEARIC ACID, STEARAMIDOPROPYL DIMETHYLAMINE, PHOSPHORIC ACID ACCELERATOR: AMMONIUM BICARBONATE
ALWAYS do a patch test before use. Before using Jolen, you should always take a preliminary patch test to see if you have become allergic/sensitive to the product. To do this, simply mix a small amount of the product as described on the box and apply to about an inch square area of your inner arm. After 10 minutes, wash the mixture off
with cold water and wait 24 hours. If redness, irritation or eruption appears, do not use the product. If necessary, contact your healthcare provider. Wash the area to be bleached with soap and cold water and pat dry. With the spatula, measure about a quarter teaspoon of Accelerator powder and place in cup. Clean spatula. Measure about
half a teaspoon of Creme Bleach in the cup and mix well with the powder. (For larger areas, mix about one part powder into two parts cream.) Apply mixture with spatula to the bleaching area, covering the hair completely. Wait 10 minutes and remove with spatula. If the hair is not fully bleached, adjust the mixture again for another 5 to 10
minutes. Laundry room with cold water. NOTE: Do not use immediately after a hot bath or shower, in a steam-filled room or over skin freshener. Open pores can create sensitivity. Do not use around the eyes or in vaginal environment. If bleach mixture gets into the eyes, rinse immediately and thoroughly with cold water and consult your
doctor. Do not use it if you suffer from a medical condition that may be affected by compromised skin. Consult a doctor before use if you suffer from a skin-related condition, circulatory problems or diabetes. Do not use skin imperfections, such as blemishes or moles or broken or irritated, inflamed or burnt skin. Wait till the skin heals. Wait
24 hours treatments of the same area. Do not expose the treated skin to intense or prolonged heat or sunlight 24 hours after application. Remove immediately and rinse the skin with cold water if you sensitivity during use. What can I use Jolen Creme Bleach for? The list of ways to use Jolen Creme Bleach is endless! It can be used as a
facial bleach to relieve unwanted hair-upper lip, chin, cheeks and even sideburns. Jolen is also recommended for minimizing noticeable hair on the arms, thighs, back, stomach and other body parts. (NOTE: It is not for use on pubic hair). We also recommend Jolen to lighten eyebrows to adjust your hair color and even add highlights to
your hair. If you think of different ways to use Jolen, share with us! How long should I keep Jolen Creme Bleach in the area I'm trying to illuminate? Easy to use right at home, Jolen Creme Bleach takes only 10 minutes for results that last up to four weeks. Easy to use right at home, Jolen Creme Bleach takes only 10 minutes for results
that last up to four weeks. Easy to use right at home, Jolen Creme Bleach takes only 10 minutes for results that last up to four weeks. Jolen Creme Bleach only takes about ten minutes for results that last up to four weeks. Easy to use right at home, Jolen Creme Bleach takes only 10 minutes for results that last up to four weeks. Easy to
use right at home, Jolen Creme Bleach takes only 10 minutes for results that last up to four weeks. I left the Jolen Creme Bleach mixture on for the recommended 10 minutes, but my hair is not fully bleached. What should I do? Don't worry! Sometimes it takes just over ten minutes to get the results you want. If the hair is not fully bleached
after ten minutes, use the mixture again for a few minutes. Is Jolen Creme Bleach safe to use after a hot bath or shower? We do not recommend that Jolen be added after a hot bath or shower, as moist skin with open pores can create sensitivity. Can I go sunbathing or go to the tanning salon after using Jolen Creme Bleach? We
recommend that you wait 24 hours after using Jolen before exposing your skin to the sun or tanning indoors. I want to try Jolen Creme Bleach, but first want to see if my skin will get irritated. Before using Jolen, you should always take a preliminary patch test to see if you have become allergic/sensitive to the product. To do this, simply mix
a small amount of the product as described in the instructions pamphlet included in the product's packaging and apply to about an inch square area of your inner arm. After 10 minutes, wash the mixture off with cold water and wait 24 hours. If redness, irritation or eruption appears, do not use the product. If necessary, please contact your I
don't like Jolen Creme Bleach; Can I return it for a refund? If you are dissatisfied with Jolen Creme Bleach you return it to us for a full refund. Please complete our contact form or call (203)-259-8779. What are the benefits of bleaching versus waxing? Oh we can go on and on! Bleaching is safe and cheap. It's. Is. and provides long-term
results. But if you choose to wax, Jolen Creme Bleach is great for waxing in between. Can Jolen Creme Bleach be used during pregnancy? We believe that Jolen is safe to use during pregnancy, but it is always good to check with your doctor. Is Jolen Creme Bleach safe to use on my eyebrows? Jolen is perfect for your eyebrows!  The
formula is thick, so it stays in place and doesn't trickle into your eyes. Has Jolen Creme Bleach been tested on animals? No way! Jolen is not tested on animals. What if I get product in my eyes?  If bleach mixture gets into the eyes, rinse immediately and thoroughly with cold water and consult your doctor. How should this product be
stored? Store in a cool, dry place below 30°C.  Keep pot and tube tightly closed.  Keep spatula and cup/tray clean. Do not allow the product to touch any other material or surface. Surface.
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